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Abstract: With the development of technology, the architecture of application 

systems is becoming more and more complex. The identity authentication model that 

used for simple architectures can no longer meet the needs of new system 

architectures. Under this background, this article introduced principle and 

implementation of user authentication module which based on JWT in distributed 

system. Let client keep the user’s information which server verified. Client decide to 

whether sent the user’s information according to the API which server provided. 
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1. Introduction 

Under most scenarios, before users can use the functions of the application, user need 

to complete user authentication so that the application system can recognize the user’s 

identity. With the development of technology, user can choose a variety of 

authentication methods. Password credential is the most common way of identity 

authentication among those ways. After identification, system need a especial way 

that can keep user mode data, such as the data of user unique identity, the identity 

of user’s information and the effective time of token. System keep those data so that 

the user does not need to authenticate again when continuing to user system’s 

functions. 

The early authentication method was based on the Session component implemented 

by the WEB container. When the client accesses the server for the first time, the server 

assigns it a unique identifier and generates a corresponding Session on the back end 

to save user mode data. However, when the application architecture is scaled out 
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horizontally, the application is deployed in a cluster, and all servers are with the 

opportunity to process the request, the original design cannot determine where the 

session is stored, and the acquisition of user-mode data becomes a new problem. At 

present, the industry uses the back-end deployment of a dedicated session pool or 

client-side user-mode architecture [1] as the main solution, but the disadvantages are 

excessive consumption of back-end resources and uncontrollable user status, and 

security cannot be guaranteed. 

The independence of the user authentication module can reduce the complexity of the 

architecture and the development difficulty of developers. The sub-modules in the 

system should only need to focus on their own business problems and not on the 

context of the operation, that is, application statelessness. Application statelessness 

can try to make the domain problems that developers need to focus on in specific 

business rules and ignore the architectural position of the modules they develop and 

the context of the call. Submodules that are strongly related to user state cannot be 

avoided getting the user state should call the interface provided by the client of the 

user authentication module and then be associated with the user state. In this way, 

the coupling between the module and the user state is reduced. 

At present, the digital identity authentication scheme represented by FICAM in the 

United States has been applied to solve the security problems of government unified 

identity authentication of national security secrets.[1] For private applications, the 

European Union's eID electronic ID card scheme with a high-strength security 

mechanism is the main identity authentication scheme.[1] Therefore, this article 

discusses the operation principle and implementation of a user authentication module 

with user mode based on the JWT protocol. This work mainly involves: user 

authentication module development, user authentication module application and user 

authentication module high availability deployment scheme. 

 

2. System analysis 

2.1 System functional requirements  

Login function: It is required to provide the WEB login page for users, fill in any one 

of the password and custom user name, email and phone, and submit the form. After 

the login is completed, the page jumps back to the previous application system page, 

and then all other modules that access the identity authentication can extract the 

logged-in user information.  

Registration function: We need to provide WEB registration page for users. On this 

page, users are required to fill in a custom user name, email, phone and password. 

After completing the registration, the user can complete the login operation using the 

identity information filled in by the registration in all places where the identity 
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authentication module is accessed.  

Token authorization: If the identity information provided by the user passes the 

verification of the login module, the system is required to generate a Token for the 

user. The generated Token is completed during the login and is returned with the 

Token information when the login result is returned. 

Token parsing: Since the token is encrypted, the identity authentication server needs 

to provide the token parsing service. The interface needs to parse the encrypted 

content in the token into JSON character and return. 

User management: Super administrators can add and delete user-related information 

in the backend system. 

Third-party application client management: Super administrators can add and delete 

third-party application authorization codes in the backend system. Only when it is legal 

for the third-party application to carry the authorization code is it allowed to log in and 

obtain the authorization code.[2] 

 

2.2 System security requirements  

System users are divided into ordinary users and super administrators. Ordinary users 

are users who normally use the functions of other modules of the application system 

where the identity authentication module is located; the super administrator is the 

super administrator of the identity authentication.  

Token code requires encryption. 

It is required that only authorized third-party applications can obtain tokens. If 

authorization is not granted, services such as login, token authorization, and token 

resolution cannot be called. 

 

2.3 System operating environment requirements  

Table 1 Server operating environment 

Device name Device Description 

PC server CPU：2GHz；RAM：2GB；Hard disk：40GB 

Operating system Windows Server；Windows 10；Linux OS 

Persistent database Mysql 5.7 

Memory Database Redis 5.0 

Java JDK 8 
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Table 2 Client operating environment 

Device name Device Description 

PC CPU：1.0GHz；RAM: 2GB；Hard disk：40GB 

Operating system Windows 2000/xp/vista/7/8/10；Mac OS；Linux OS 

Browser Chrome 10 

 

3. System design 

3.1 Introduction to mainstream authentication schemes  

3.1.1 Single application user authentication 

The single application user authentication scheme mainly relies on the Cookie and 

Session modules implemented by the client and the WEB container. The WEB container 

will detect whether each request carries the client ID. If there is no client ID, it is 

considered to be the first access to the WEB service. The WEB container will inject the 

client ID into the cookie and generate the corresponding session inside the WEB 

container to save the user's state.[3] After the server request is completed, the cookie 

is injected into the response message and is held by the client; if the WEB container 

detects the client's identity, the session is injected for the request into the next request. 

This scenario only applies to systems that deploy a single application. The specific 

model is shown in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

Fig.1 Single application authentication model 

 

3.1.2 Session Pool  

The solution of the session pool is to disassociate the session from the WEB container, 

and use in-memory databases such as Redis and Memcached as the session pool at 
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the back end. When the client accesses the application, the user authentication 

module of the application will automatically read the client ID stored in the cookie, 

and then look up the corresponding Session in the in-memory database, so that 

applications deployed in different WEB containers can access the same under the 

premise of one memory data, any user data authenticated in different WEB containers 

can be shared. 

In multiple memory database scenarios, the user authentication module needs to have 

a specific mechanism to ensure that cookies can be mapped to a fixed memory 

database.[7] A consistent hash ring is usually used to implement such a function.[5] Its 

operating principle is as follows: suppose the number of memory databases is N , The 

unique identifier of the client corresponding to the session to be found is id, and the 

number of the memory database storing the session is index: 

index=hash(id)%N 

After calculating the memory database number, the user verification module stores, 

updates, and deletes the session in the memory database with index number. The 

specific model is shown in Figure 2 below. 

 

Fig.2 Session pool authentication model 

 

3.1.3 Client-side user mode  

The client-side user mode solution is similar to the single-application user 
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authentication method, but the difference is that the client-side user mode solution 

has custom parsing rules, that is, any user authentication application parses the same 

user data and the result is Similarly, this architecture can transfer user data stored on 

the server to the client. [8]The specific model is shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

Fig.3 The client-side user mode authentication model 

 

3.2 System role  

3.2.1 Authentication client 

The authentication client refers to a graphical operation tool provided by the 

application system to the user to use the system. In the authentication module, the 

authentication client is mainly responsible for providing user identity data; storing the 

token issued by the authentication service, and transferring the provided token to the 

back-end application when calling the API interface that requires the token.[9] 

3.2.2 Authentication server  

The identity verification server is composed of three parts: identity authentication 

service, persistent database and in-memory database. It mainly provides three 

functions: user identity verification, token issuance and token analysis. 

The identity authentication service executes the user's login function according to the 

business logic. After the user successfully logs in, a token is generated for the user 

and returned to the client, providing a token resolution interface. Any web application 

can call this interface through remote RPC to resolve its hold Token.[10]The persistent 

database is mainly used to package the user's account information, and the identity 

authentication service can read the account information stored in the database from 

it for the identity verification service. The in-memory database mainly stores some 
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restricted session data. When certain restricted behaviors occur, such as sensitive 

operations such as an account being forced to log off by the administrator or account 

password modification, the restricted behaviors will be stored in the in-memory 

database, and the identity authentication service will Look for restricted behavior, if 

there is restricted behavior, it is considered that the Token has expired. 

3.2.3 Token  

Token is a credential issued to the client by the identity verification server. The 

credential represents the identity serious information provided by the client and passes 

the verification of the identity verification server. [12]Common user attributes in Token 

are shown in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 Token common attributes 

Attributes Description Value type Examples of values 

id User unique 

identification 

long 10000 

userName User-defined user name String hanyuxiao 

email Email String xxx@qq.com 

phone Phone String 12345678901 

 

Token is not unique, that is, a user can use multiple tokens at the same time and can 

be held by multiple clients. The source of the token is unique, that is, the token held 

by the client can only come from a certain authentication server, and the token needs 

to be encrypted. 

3.2.4 Client application  

The client application refers to an application that accesses the authentication system. 

The client application has some complete functions, but uses this user authentication 

system for user authentication.  

When the client needs to perform user identity authentication, it will jump to the 

accessed identity verification client page, and the user will complete the identity 

information input verification process. After the identity verification is passed, the 

identity verification server will issue a token to the identity verification client. Identity 

authentication is initiated by the client application, and the identity authentication 

client will carry the token back to the client application, and the client application 

needs to hold the token. 

 

3.3 Database Design 

Because the core of the identity authentication module is the user's identity verification, 

and the third application and the administrator data table are relatively independent, 

this module only involves three data tables. The data table design is as follows: 
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Table 4 User Data Sheet 

Column Type Primary key Only 
Null 

value 
Remarks 

id long Yes Yes No User unique identification 

user_name varchar No Yes No User-defined user name 

email varchar No Yes No User email 

phone varchar No Yes No User phone number 

password varchar No No No User account password 

create_time timestamp No No No Account creation time 

status int No No No 
Account status, for 

example: disabled 

 

Table 5 Third-party application access data sheet 

Column Type Primary key Only Null value Remarks 

id int Yes Yes No Uniquely identifies 

name varchar No No No Third-party application name 

status varchar No No No 
Access status, for example: 

blacklist 

 

Table 6 Super Administrator Data Sheet 

Column Type Primary key Only Null value Remarks 

id int Yes Yes No Administrator unique identifier 

admin_name varchar No Yes No 
Super administrator custom 

user name 

name varchar No No No Administrator name 

password varchar No No No Administrator password 

 

3.4 Certification process  

1) Log in 

2) User data acquisition 

In this system, all roles can obtain the data stored in the token by calling the 

application interface of the identity authentication server. In this article, the identity 

authentication server provides the Token parsing service through the HTTP interface. 

After the token is successfully parsed, the identity server will return the data in the 

Token via JSON. If the parsing is unsuccessful, an empty JSON string will be returned. 
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Fig.4 Identity authentication process 

 

Fig.5 Single room cluster 

 

3.5 Deployment plan 

3.5.1 Single point deployment 

The single point deployment solution refers to the deployment of only one identity 

authentication example in the production environment. The identity authentication 

service and the client application system can share the same persistent database and 

in-memory database, but it should be noted that there is a potential conflict between 

the identity authentication module and other business modules.[13] Therefore, for 

persistent databases and in-memory databases, it is recommended to independently 
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deploy corresponding database instances for the identity authentication module. 

3.5.2 Single room cluster 

The single-machine room cluster solution refers to deploying identity authentication 

services in a cluster in a certain computer room. There are four parts to consider: load 

balancing, identity authentication services, persistent database and in-memory 

database architecture. The above deployment model is shown in Figure 5 below. 

3.5.3 Multi-machine room cluster 

Multi-machine room cluster is a multi-site and multi-active deployment architecture, 

which can avoid the problem of service unavailability caused by abnormality in a 

certain machine room. Among the multiple computer room cluster deployment 

solutions, the single computer room deployment solution has a similar architecture to 

the single computer room cluster deployment solution.[14]When it is different, there is 

an additional synchronization mechanism between the gateway server and the data. 

 
4. Conclusion 

This article mainly discusses an identity authentication method based on the JWT 

protocol. Its main principle is to store the user's unique identification data in the 

identity authentication client in the manner specified in the JWT protocol, and store 

the data related to the JWT data in the identity authentication server.  

The innovations in this article mainly have the following three points: 1) Innovative 

server deployment solution. This article discusses a client based on the JWT protocol 

and an identity authentication module that holds user status. The server module of 

the identity authentication module is only responsible for the issuance and resolution 

of tokens. In this way, the user's data is removed from the server. Stripped out so that 

the server can be deployed in a cluster without having to consider the problem of user 

mode sharing. 2) Security of Token ID code. The identity authentication code 

discussed in this article is based on the JWT protocol, which can greatly protect the 

security of Token. 3) Innovate authorization methods. The authorization of the token 

code is no longer issued by the back-end system, but is transferred through the jump 

request carrying data between the clients. 

The system has completed the deployment of the identity authentication server, 

identity authentication client, persistent database deployment and in-memory 

database. At the same time, the cluster deployment scheme of the identity 

authentication system in the production environment is discussed for the distributed 

application architecture. The system expects to divide the user state data into user 

identification data and token state data, and disperse the two parts of data to the 

identity authentication client and the identity authentication server to balance the 

advantages and disadvantages of using only one end to store user data. 
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